


Introductory Technical Booklet
Background (Physics of a Lightning Strike)

It is well known that most lightning discharges are associated with predominantly negatively charged 
clouds. Two main categories of lightning strikes are encountered: Upward flashes from very tall structures 
and the more prevalent strikes associated with negative descending stepped leaders (ref. [1], [2]). The 
negative descending leader is surrounded with a negative space charge sheath which, as the negative leader 
approaches the ground, induces positive (image) charges on any grounded object in its sphere of influence. 
The higher the grounded structure and the nearer it is to the path of the descending negative lightning 
leader, the more significant the induced charge on the grounded structure. 

It is known that a lightning stroke current is a statistical variable that varies in a wide range from a few kA 
to a few hundred kA with a median of 25-35 kA. The attractive radius of a structure i.e. the maximum radial 
distance around the structure in which a descending leader would be captured by the structure increases 
with both the return stroke current, which is associated with the negative space charge jacket and the 
structure height.

In recent years, based on progress in research on the physics of breakdown of long air gaps, our 
understanding of the mechanisms by which different ground structures are hit by lightning have been 
substantially improved. In particular the role played by the grounded object in the strike mechanism has 
been clarified. Modeling has shown that the attractive radius comprises two parts: a major part (up to two 
thirds or more) spanned by the positive leader emanating from the structure and the lesser part constituting 
the final jump between the negative and positive leader tips. 
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Electrostatic field analysis shows that the electric field enhancement at the surface of and in the vicinity 
of any grounded structure is predominately caused by the positive (image) charge that has been induced 
onto the grounded structure by the cloud charge and/or the descending negative lightning leader. This 
electric field enhancement far exceeds the background field due to the cloud charge and/or the descending 
leader itself. Depending on the structural characteristics of the grounded object an inception electric field 
caused by the induced charge is reached when ionization of the surrounding air takes place causing corona 
discharge and positive streamer formation. Depending on the geometry of the grounded structure and the 
amount of induced positive charge the length of the positive streamer can grow into the meter range. 

If the positive streamer reaches a critical size (ref [3], [4]) a highly conducting stem is formed at the 
streamer junction to the structure and a positive leader is thereby formed. Contrary to the positive streamer 
which has a mean gradient of approximately 400-500 kV/m, the leader gradient is a function of both the 
leader current and the time duration of its existence. For a current of 1 A the leader gradient could be 
30-50 kV/m i.e. approximately one tenth of the positive streamer gradient but for a leader current of the 
order of 100 A the leader gradient could go down to as low as 2-3 kV/m. This shows that contrary to the 
positive streamer, a positive leader is capable of traveling distances in the 100m range without requiring 
unrealistically high electric potential. 

It is important to note that not every positive leader emanating from a grounded structure will complete 
the trajectory to encounter the descending negative lightning leader in a final jump. As the positive leader 
travels farther and farther from the structure its motion will be governed more and more by such parameters 
as space potential and the electric field ahead of the leader tip, which are determined more and more by the 
descending leader charge and less and less by the grounded structure. When conditions are not appropriate 
for continued propagation, the positive leader stops and the concerned grounded structure which started 

the positive streamer/positive leader process is not struck. 

Objects that are struck by downward negative lightning 
are those which, due to their induced positive charge, 
“succeed” in creating long positive streamers resulting in 
the formation of a positive leader. This upward positive 
leader then progresses in a zone of increasing electric field 

strength and meets the approaching descending negative 
lightning leader in what is termed “the final jump”. The final 

jump takes place when the mean voltage gradient between the tip of 
the ascending positive leader and the tip of the descending negative 

lightning leader reaches 500-600 kV/m. 

As seen from the negative descending lightning leader, all grounded objects with their respective 
induced positive charges are in a competition which determines: which among them will produce 
significant positive streamer activity and which among them will “succeed” in producing a positive 
leader that will first complete the trajectory to the final jump. If no elevated structure “succeeds” in 
completing the trajectory to the final jump, the negative descending leader will proceed to ground 
by default. Therefore if the intent is to reduce the risk of such a lightning strike it will be of great 
advantage for any structure to remain electrically silent for as long as possible, i.e. to be inactive 
or inhibited in the production of long positive streamers. 

The second type of lightning flash referred to above is the upward flash which takes place in the 
form of an upward positive streamer/leader process without the presence of a negative descending 



lightning leader. The probability of this type of lightning strokes becomes significant in structures with 
heights in excess of 100m on flat ground. They can also take place on much shorter structures on mountain 
tops. Here the field enhancement at and in the proximity of the structure is caused by the induced positive 
charge on the structure directly caused by the negative charge of the cloud alone since no descending 
lightning leader is present. 

For upward lightning the ambient (ground) field needed for positive leader inception depends mostly on 
the structure height. For tall Structures the critical ambient field is in fact related to the structure height by 
the simple relationship Eg=1600/h where Eg is given in kV/m and the structure height is given in meters 
(ref. [1], [2]). Even for the tallest structures the critical ambient field should exceed 3 kV/m (ref. [1], [2]). 
Therefore and once again, if the intent is to reduce the risk of an upward lightning strike, it will be of great 
advantage for any structure to remain electrically silent or to be inactive or inhibited or to require higher 
fields than is normally needed for producing long positive streamers. 



Why Do Conventional Lightning Rods Fail?
“Lightning struck the Ostankino Television Tower 200m below its top, i.e. the Tower could 
not protect itself. This is not an exception to the rule. Most descending discharges missed 
the tower top more or less closely, contrary to had been expected” [E.M Bazelyan and Yuri 
P. Raizer, “Lightning Physics and Lightning Protection”, Book, Institute of Physics Publishing, 
2000, p21.]

Under thunderstorm conditions, lightning rods are exposed to two kinds of electric fields. 
The first type of electric field, which is due to the electric charges distributed throughout 
the moving clouds, is characterized as: slowly varying. These electric fields can rise to peak 
values and decline again in tens of seconds or even minutes. The other kind of electric field 
is due to the descending lightning leader; these electric fields can rise to peak values in 10 
milliseconds with most of the activity occurring in the last 200 to 500 microseconds. 

The slowly varying electric field, which is due to the cloud charges, is known to vary in 
intensity from about 3kV/m to 20kV/m for height range most commonly associated with 
ground structures. Therefore and depending on the height of the lightning rod, the electric 
field due to the cloud charges can easily be sufficiently high so as to cause the lightning 
rod to produce limited electric discharges (corona). These limited electric discharges result 
in charges or ions, which are of opposite polarity to the cloud charges. When these ions of 
opposite polarity to the cloud charges are still in close proximity to the lightning rod, they 
have the effect of momentarily shielding the lightning rod from the effects of the electric fields 
produced by the cloud charges or the descending lightning leader. This is due to the fact that 
the ions of opposite polarity to the cloud charge induce a charge on the lightning rod that 
is of opposite polarity to that which is induced upon the lightning rod by the cloud charges 
or the descending lightning leader. Since these two charges are of opposite polarity and the 
created ions or space charges are much closer to the lightning rod than the cloud charges or 
the descending lightning leader, they have the effect of reducing the overall induced charge 
or the net induced charge on the lightning rod. Therefore as compared to the lightning rod, 
which has space charges in close proximity, the object to be protected is more susceptible to 
the creation of upward connecting streamers/leaders and the object to be protected is struck. 
This effect is termed: Lightning Rod Self-Protection.

Therefore if the slowly varying electric field intensity to which the lightning rod is exposed 
happens to be high enough so as to cause electric discharges from the lightning rod 

tip immediately prior to the descent of the lightning leader, the lightning rod 
has a high probability of failure. 

Since the severity of this effect is dependent on the intensity of 
the electric field that preceded the descending lightning leader, 

it is observed that lighting rod failure or lightning rod self-
protection tends to occur more frequently and with more 
dramatic effect at greater heights above ground. This 
is due to the fact that for the same value of the slowly 
varying electric field, objects at greater heights produce 
more intense electric discharge activity.       



Introducing the Streamer Inhibitor
A Streamer Inhibitor, a Streamer Inhibiting Electrode or simply an Inhibitor is a lightning air terminal that is 
specifically designed to take advantage of the mechanism described above and predictably reduce the risk 
of a direct lightning strike to a structure. An Inhibitor is designed to consistently maximize the effect that 
causes a lightning rod to self-protect and to extend that zone of protection. 

A Streamer inhibitor does not use points or point electrodes to produce charges, an Inhibitor uses patented 
thin-conductor coils (diameter: 0.05mm – 0.01mm) to produce charges via glow mode corona. 

When it comes to the production of electric charges, the Inhibitor has five major advantages over any device 
that uses point electrodes.   

1. An Inhibitor, by variation of its dimensions can be tuned to begin the production of electric charges 
at very low levels of the ambient ground field or at very low levels of the slowly varying electric fields 
that precede a lightning strike.

2. By varying the dimensions of the electrode the rate of charge produced can be varied. This is not the 
case with a point electrode device since it has been shown that increasing the number of points does 
not increase the rate of charge production. ref. [5]. 

3. Unlike any device that uses point electrodes, an Inhibitor is not prone to the production of streamers, 
an Inhibitor produces charges or (corona) in the glow-mode (streamer free) over a very broad range of 
electric field strengths. 

4. Since the Inhibitor produces charges in the glow-mode it can produce far greater rates of charge than 
any device that uses point electrodes.

5. In addition to sustaining the glow-mode corona under the slowly varying electric fields that precede a 
lightning strike, an Inhibitor continues to produce glow-mode corona under the rapidly varying electric 
fields of the remote descending lightning leader.

  
These advantages result in a predictable zone of protection that can extend for tens of meters around each 
installed Streamer Inhibitor 

What is Glow-Mode Corona?
If you expose any grounded object to electric fields comparable to that which might be experienced on a 
tall structure under the electric fields produced by thunderstorm conditions, it will begin to produce electric 
discharges. If the polarity of induced charge is positive the electric field in the immediate vicinity of the 
electrode becomes so strong that electrons are pulled away from air molecules and conducted to ground 
through the object, leaving behind a positively charged air ion or positive space charge. If the polarity of the 
induced charge is negative, electrons are ejected from the object vicinity into the surrounding air and attach 
to air molecules forming negative ions or negative space charge. These kinds of discharges are referred to 
as corona discharges.

Corona discharges are typically observed in three variations. 

Streamer-Mode Corona Discharge: In this case the electric field characteristics in the vicinity of an object 
under high voltage causes critical electron avalanches, meaning that a chain reaction of electrons colliding 



with each other is responsible for the mechanism that results in the ionized air.  These kinds of discharges 
appear in the form of a visible bluish/white filament like structure which is characterized by audible noise, 
radio interference and the space charges or ions which are created are produced by a high-frequency 
pulsating current.

Glow-Mode Corona Discharge: In this case there are no critical electron avalanches. At maximum output 
this kind of discharge is generally observed as a thin purplish glow on the surface of the electrode. Glow 
mode corona produces no audible noise, no radio interference and a DC current produces the ions or space 
charges that are created. 

Combination of Streamer Corona and Glow Mode Corona: In some cases, depending on the geometry of the 
electrode and the applied voltage, a combination of the two described modes of corona can briefly exist 
simultaneously within a certain limited voltage range.
 
Streamer Inhibitors, using the patented thin conductor coil technology produce glow mode corona over 
a very broad range of electric field strengths as well as sustain the glow mode corona under very rapid 
variations in the electric field strength.

Independent Validation of the Technology
Independent assessments and validation of the technology have been conducted by:
 
•	 Manitoba	Hydro:	Following	theoretical	validation	Manitoba	Hydro	conducted	independent	laboratory	

testing that further confirmed the technology’s validity. In this case Inhibitor Electrodes were used 
to suppress streamers and improve the electrical characteristics of Live Line Work Tools. Manitoba 
Hydro published their findings in an independent paper on the topic titled: “Characterization of Fast 
Flashover of External Insulation” by W. McDermid, FIEEE. 

•	 Theoretical	validation	by	Dr.	Andrew	Eriksson	(Former	CIGRE	Chairman	Working	Group	on	Lightning)
•	 Theoretical	validation	Dr.	Sarma	Maruvada	(Corona	Expert)		
•	 Other	 relevant	 global	 corporations	 which	 are	 in	 various	 stages	 of	 positive	 validation	 of	 the	

technology.

Laboratory Validation of the Steamer Free Quality of the Inhibitor
A number of different test series have been conducted on Inhibitor Electrodes at the Hydro Quebec High 
Voltage Laboratory (IREQ), including high voltage DC tests as well as high voltage switching impulse tests 
with voltage impulse front times from 250us to 450us. 

Wet and dry DC tests on air gaps ranging in length from 1.5 to 3.5 meter where conducted using Inhibitor 
Electrodes. The Inhibitor Electrodes had the effect of increasing the breakdown voltage of the gap by 
as much as 70% and the electrodes maintained the glow mode corona right up until breakdown, when 
breakdown did occur. 

In Impulse Tests on gaps ranging from 2.5 to 4 meters it has been confirmed that Inhibitor electrode can 
sustain glow mode corona under voltage rise rates as high as 13kV/us*. As a comparison a descending 
lightning leader falling on a vertical axis about 60 meters away laterally from the structure to be protected 



will produce variations in the range of approximately 10 kV/us.  A point electrode will produce streamers at 
voltage rise rates as low as 1kV/us. 

The highest test voltage used to confirm maintenance of glow mode corona was 1300kV**.

Does a Streamer Inhibitor Eliminate Lightning?
NO, a Streamer Inhibitor does not eliminate lightning, no known technology can eliminate lightning. 

An Inhibitor is designed to inhibit the formation of streamers from the structure to be protected. Streamers 
are a prerequisite for upward connecting leaders and leaders are the precursor to a lightning strike. The 
lengths of the upward connecting leaders and their likelihood of formation from the structure to be protected 
determine the lightning-attractive-area or the lightning-collection-area of a structure (the area within which 
if any descending lightning leaders fall, attachment with the structure to be protected will occur with high 
probability). By suppressing upward connecting leaders, the lightning collection area of the structure to be 
protected is significantly reduced. By suppressing the formation of upward connecting leaders, the expected 
frequency of lightning strikes to an object can be reduced within in a range of approximately 1/3 for lower 
structures (30m or less) and up to 1/10th for taller structures (greater than 150m).

The advantage in the reduction of lightning strikes that is gained by suppressing the formation of upward 
connecting streamers/leaders from the structure to be protected can be no greater than that of the role 
played by the upward connecting in the lightning collection/attachment process. Therefore if the descending 
lightning leader falls almost directly above the structure to be protected, upward connecting leaders are not 
required for attachment and thus their suppression will have no effect. In such cases the Streamer Inhibitor, 
by virtue of the geometry of its placement will intercept the lightning strike through a final jump type 
breakdown that will not be preceded by an upward connecting leader of significant length.  

Can a Point-Electrode or Multi-Point Device Inhibit Streamers?
In as much as a lightning rod can “self-protect” and fail to intercept a lightning strike, a point electrode or 
multi-point electrode can to some extent suppress streamers. But since point electrodes and multi point 
electrodes are prone to the production of streamers they cannot be expected to reliably suppress streamers. 
Furthermore since point-electrode devices are prone to streamer-mode-corona for the production of space 
charge, the amount of useful charge generated will be limited since, under the rapidly varying electric fields 
of the descending lightning leader, a point electrode is particularly susceptible to the formation of long 
steamers and leaders. Any shielding effect will thus be dependent only on the charges that were created 
under the slowly varying electric field. In addition since point electrodes do not produce significantly high 
rates of charge, the zone of protection, if any, would be quite small and sporadic in its occurrence. 

*Note: This value does not represent the critical limit of the electrode but rather the limit of the tests that were applied. The critical rate 

for the tested toroidal electrode is certainly higher than 13kV/us but was not reached during testing. Furthermore the critical rate for a 

long cylindrical Inhibiting Conductor will be significantly higher than that of an Inhibiting Toroid 

**Note this value does not represent the critical limit of the electrode but rather the limits of the test equipment and test configurations. 

The critical limit of the electrode is certainly higher than 1300kV but was not reached during testing



Application
Streamer Inhibitors are modular in nature and their shape, dimensions and the number of units used will be 
dependent on the size and shape of the structure to be protected.
For example a number of Double-Toroid Inhibitors and Inhibiting Conductors may be used to protect a 
very tall power line transmission tower, whereas one single Toroid Inhibitor may be used to protect a radar 
antenna on a ship or security equipment on a mast.

Inhibitor support structures available in stainless steel or aluminum, the thin conductor coils are currently 
only available in stainless steel but copper will soon be added as an option. The choice of material is strictly 
limited to issues of corrosion. The choice of material has no effect on the effectiveness of the Streamer 
Inhibitor. 

Streamer Inhibitors comply with NFPA 780, UL96 and IEC 62305. All support structures meet or exceed 
minimum cross-section dimensional requirements.



The Inventor

Farouk A.M. Rizk holds a B.Sc. Eng. and M.Sc. from Cairo University, a Ph.D degree from the Royal Institute 
of Technology, Stockholm, and a Doctor of Technology degree from Chalmers University of Technology, 
Gothenburg, Sweden. 

Dr. Rizk worked as a research engineer with ASEA (ABB), Sweden, in the High Power Laboratory, Ludvika, 
in 1960-1963 and in the Computer Department, Vasteras, in 1963.  He worked for the Egyptian Electricity 
Authority (1964 - 1971), becoming Manager, High Voltage, in 1968. He joined the Institut de Recherche 
d’Hydro-Quebec (IREQ) as a senior research scientist in 1972, subsequently passing from scientific director 
(1976) to Vice-President Laboratories (1986) and held the title of fellow research scientist (1986-1996).  

His research work covers a wide range of topics in high voltage and high power engineering: arc dynamics 
in circuit breakers, polluted insulators, single pole switching, electromagnetic shielding, compressed gas 
and liquid breakdown, long air gaps and lightning attachment.

Dr. Rizk was elected IEEE Fellow in 1982 “for contributions to the science of high voltage technology and 
for technical leadership in the advancement of the electric power industry”. He has been chairman of the 
10th International Symposium on High Voltage Engineering (ISH) in 1997 and chairman of ISH steering 
committee. Dr. Rizk received prize paper awards from the IEEE Transmission and Distribution Committee 
in 1989, 1991 and 1995 and from the Power Engineering Society of IEEE in 1996.  He was awarded the 
IEEE Herman Halperin Electric Transmission Award in 1996 for outstanding contributions to electric power 
transmission and distribution. He is a Distinguished Member of the International Council on Large High 
Voltage Electrical Systems (CIGRE) and a recipient of the CIGRE Technical Committee Award, 1997.



Dr. Rizk made major contributions to standardization work, particularly during his tenure as international 
chairman of IEC Technical Committee 28: Insulation Co-ordination, 1983-1996. Under his leadership the 
whole area of insulation co-ordination was revised, which led to the new standards IEC 71-1 and IEC 71-2. 
His efforts to promote insulation co-ordination of high voltage dc transmission led to standardization work 
now undertaken by IEC TC 28. 

Dr. Rizk is the author of “the Rizk Equation” which is the recommended equation for calculation of lightning 
strike distances to transmission lines as per the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) AC Transmission 
Line Reference Book. More recently Dr. Rizk authored the Chapter on Lightning Performance in the technical 
update of the June 2008 EPRI HVDC Reference Book; Overhead Lines for HVDC Transmission. A number of 
IEEE publications that expand on those subjects are currently under preparation.

In Dr. Martin A. Uman’s 2008 Publication “The Art and Science of Lightning Protection”, on page 52 he states 
“The various representative views of the proper attachment process model according to the electric power 
research community are expressed in the papers of Rizk (1990, 1994a,b) which include the discussions 
of other researchers who question Rizk’s model”. Although the comment is appreciated and with all due 
respect to Dr. Uman, since Dr. Rizk’s publication is an original work and not a review of previous models it 
would have been more accurate to state: “The electric power research community has adopted the work of 
Rizk as the proper attachment process model (1990, 1994ab) in which, the discussions include rebuttals to 
other researchers who question Rizk’s Model.” 

Dr. Rizk is now President of Lightning Electrotechnologies Inc in Montreal. He is also an adjunct Professor 
at the Electrical Engineering Department, McGill University and invited professor at INRS-Energie. Dr. Rizk 
continues to engage in research, and publish new works. 
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